Official Communication

Item: 3

Player Withdrawals

Summary:
BANGI Shamim (UGA) and CLARK Douglas (FLK) withdraw

Details:
BANGI Shamim (UGA) has withdrawn from the Women’s Singles and Women’s Doubles competition due to an injury. The scheduled Women’s Singles match against YEO Jia Min (SGP) and Women’s Doubles match against ALLET Aurelie Marie Elisa/CHAN-LAM Nicki (MRI) will result in a walk over.

YEO Jia Min (SGP) will now progress through to the Round of 16 in the Women’s Singles.
ALLET Aurelie Marie Elisa/CHAN-LAM Nicki (MRI) will now progress through to the round of 16 in the Women’s Doubles.

CLARK Douglas (FLK) has withdrawn from the Mixed Doubles and Men’s Doubles competition due to an injury. The scheduled Mixed Doubles match against CHAMBERS Ciaran/CHAMBERS (NIR) Sinead and Men’s Doubles match against LUBAH Aatish/PAUL Christopher Jean (MRI) will result in a walk over.

CHAMBERS Ciaran/CHAMBERS Sinead (NIR) will now progress through to the Round of 32 in the Mixed Doubles.
LUBAH Aatish/PAUL Christopher Jean (MRI) will now progress through to the round of 16 in the Men’s Doubles.
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